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Research Profile 2016-18
Dear reader,

This report aims to provide an insight into the research currently undertaken at the School of Business, Economics and Information Systems of the University of Passau. In terms of basic and applied research, our research activities are strongly aligned with innovation, change and societal relevance.

The members of our faculty conduct research on the frontiers of knowledge. Our research findings are regularly published in prestigious journals and presented at international workshops and conferences and facilitate evidence-based policymaking and business decisions.

As a matter of course, our faculty members are engaged in a continuous exchange of knowledge with their peers and organise or participate in research seminars and colloquia to maintain the excellent standing and impact of their academic work; other activities include brown-bag seminars, seminars with renowned visiting scholars as well as colloquia and seminars for early career researchers. Moreover, all faculty members are active participants in leading academic networks both at home and abroad.

All faculty members are fully committed to ensuring that our students – the future generations of academics – receive the best education possible by providing sustainable research-led teaching in an environment of academic freedom.

Many of our faculty members sit on leading editorial boards and chair academic committees of various types. Our faculty members have successfully applied for competitive external funds from various institutions, including the German Research Foundation (DFG), the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research and the World Bank.

These research activities allow the School of Business, Economics and Information Systems to forge ahead and contribute to shaping the development path of business and society.

Franz Lehner
Dean of the School of Business, Economics and Information Systems
The School at a Glance

A young, innovative and dynamic faculty

- 20 full professors, 1 junior professor and 2 honorary professors
- More than 90 assistant professors, senior lecturers, postdoctoral researchers and doctoral students
- An excellent research environment and publications in leading international research journals

Research and teaching in an international environment

- International Centre for Economics and Business Studies (ICEBS) and a global network of international research partners
- About 60 exchange programmes with partner universities throughout the world
- Double degree programmes at the master’s level with Corvinus University Budapest (Hungary) and the University of Turku (Finland); joint doctoral programme with the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Madras, Chennai (India)
- International guest speakers are a fixture in our doctoral programmes
- International lectures and seminars in co-operation with universities worldwide

The School at a Glance

Highly committed lecturers and innovative teaching methods

- Degree programmes and current enrolment figures*:
  - B.Sc. Business Administration and Economics: 1,141
  - B.Sc. Information Systems: 238
  - M.Sc. Business Administration: 442
  - M.Sc. Information Systems: 68
  - M.A. International Economics and Business: 43

- Excellent scores for student satisfaction and success rates:
  - Top ranking positions in terms of student satisfaction and study conditions in the 2017 CHE ranking**
  - 72% of our students stated that they are satisfied or very satisfied with their programme*** (German average: 60%)
  - 74% of our graduates are satisfied or very satisfied with their studies****
  - 65% of our master’s graduates are offered open-ended employment contracts****

Corporate relations and entrepreneurial spirit

- Excellent reputation among human resources managers
- Strong practical orientation and many corporate partners
- Research projects with corporate partners (e.g. Center for Digital Business Transformation)
- Launch of a specialized programme and Honours Degree in Digital Technology and Entrepreneurship
- Start-up support for entrepreneurial students (e.g. INN.KUBATOR Passau and Start-up advice)

* in winter semester 2017-18  ** CHE ranking 2017  *** Study Quality Monitor 2016  **** Graduate survey 2014
Mission Statement

We are a young, particularly innovative and dynamic business and economics school that enjoys an excellent reputation in the German-speaking world as well as on an international level. We put significant effort into raising our visibility in Europe and abroad as a school dedicated to excellence in both teaching and research, as well as to further strengthen our renown. Economic and societal relevance, a focus on innovation and an interdisciplinary approach are the cornerstones of our research activities, which comprise basic and applied research and knowledge transfer and abroad as a business school dedicated to excellence in both teaching and research, as comprise both basic and applied research.

An optimal environment for research

We pool our resources in the focus areas Accounting, Finance and Taxation (AFT), Economics (ECON), Management, Innovation, Marketing (MIM), Information Systems (WINF) and Quantitative Methods (QM) to create an optimal research environment. We have outstanding competences in these areas and cooperate with renowned national and international research partners. We initiate and actively participate in interdisciplinary and faculty spanning projects at the University of Passau. Our school is open to interested and motivated researchers from all over the world. Our research output is primarily documented by publications in leading peer-reviewed journals as well as talks at prestigious conferences. High-calibre appointments are an important instrument with which we ensure the constant excellence of research carried out within the school. In all this, we are fully committed to diversity and gender equality.

Imparting competences

We impart our students the competences that allow them to act proactively and responsibly in a complex and competitive environment. Based on a solid theoretical foundation, our students learn how to actively shape the digital transformation. We support our students in developing analytical and creative skills and encourage them in business creation initiatives or their start in a management career in business and society. Apart from an economically oriented attitude, we promote students’ international orientation and impart intercultural understanding and the importance of fair play and reciprocity. This goes along with raising awareness for sustainability and the long-term economic, social and ecological impacts of their actions. The culture of the school is characterized by respect, appreciation and mutual support. The school supports the overarching objectives of the University, with the networked society and digitalization being the leading themes. Our students have strong analytical and creative skills, and put their best effort into their studies.

Research Faculty

Accounting, Finance and Taxation (AFT) area

Professor Markus Diller
Chair of Tax Management

The chair continued to work on classic (analytical and empirical) tax research projects in the areas of transfer pricing, tax avoidance and real estate taxes. The chair further engaged in new, promising research fields in the area of digitalization. Here, a survey has been conducted in order to determine the digital maturity index of tax advisers. The results seem to be very promising. In September a meeting with representatives of Datev AG took place in Passau in order to figure out potential areas of cooperation in the field of (tax) chat bots and blockchain technology.

- Presentations at the 40. Annual Congress of the European Accounting Association in Valencia.

Professor Oliver Entrop
Chair of Banking and Finance

We continued to work on research projects in the areas of financial engineering, the market microstructure of financial innovations, investors’ behaviour in early redemption rights, firms’ usage of derivatives, and innovative markets for trading mutual funds. We also established new research projects on the foreign exchange sensitivity of non-financial firms and multi-period regret theory.

- Swiss Derivative Research Award 2017 for Dr Stefanie Baller for the doctoral thesis Three Essays on Individual Investors’ and Issuers’ Behavior in the Market for Speculative Exchange-Traded Retail Products.
- Member of the Editorial Board of the Review of Managerial Science.
Professor Manuela Möller
Chair of Accounting and Auditing

In several research projects the chair examined the economic roles of financial accounting, corporate governance and auditing regulation issues. The research projects can be classified into three areas: (1) financial accounting topics, including international financial accounting; (2) the role of auditors, enforcement and corporate governance issues and their interplay with financial reporting; and (3) the role of these determinants and their consequences for capital market participants and decision-makers.

- Weinzierl, R., Risse, M., Möller, M. (2016), Die Vorratsbewertung im Kontext der internationalen Rechnungslegung sowie des Handels- und Steuerrechts – Vergleich der Rechnungslegungssysteme, Unternehmenssteuern und Bilanzen (StuB), 17, 5, 172-177. (in German)

Professor Robert Obermaier
Chair of Accounting and Control

Main areas of research and teaching: Digital Business Transformation, Accounting and Control, firm valuation and value-based management, operations management, cost controlling, corporate planning and decision theory.

- Member and Speaker of the Center for Digital Business Transformation (C4D8T)
- Best Scientific Paper Award of the Journal Controlling.

Professor Niklas Wagner
Chair of Finance and Financial Control

The chair maintains contacts to distinguished international universities to exchange expertise and stays in contact with international scholars to discuss joint topics. Within the research partnerships research projects in the areas of financial markets, asset pricing, asset management are conducted.

- 7th AFML Conference in Budapest, Hungary (November 2016).
- Habilitation Degree / Venia legend for Dr. Axel Buchner (December 2016).
Economics (ECON) area

Professor Stefan Bauernschuster
Chair of Public Economics

Together with his co-authors, Stefan Bauernschuster analysed the impact of public transit strikes on traffic, road safety, air pollution and health in five major German cities. The American Economic Association featured this project with a video. Moreover, Stefan Bauernschuster had a research stay at the Institute for Fiscal Studies (IFS) in London and was engaged in policy consulting for the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and the Federal Ministry for Family Affairs.

- Video on the research project produced by the American Economic Association: https://www.aeaweb.org/research/public-transit-strike-health-impact
- Germany 2017 – A Study of Peoples’ Attitudes and Behavior in Unified Germany, commissioned by the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy, joint project with ifo Institute, Munich.

Professor Michael Grimm
Chair of Development Economics
Vice Dean

The chair engages in research to solve development problems in low and middle income countries. Ongoing projects include evaluations of off-grid solutions to provide access to electricity to rural households in Rwanda, a public works program in Malawi and the distribution of eye-glasses in Burkina Faso. Other recent projects address interventions to increase the asset base of poor households in India and the investigation of crime as a potential obstacle to business ownership in South Africa.

The chair has initiated jointly with colleagues from the Faculty of Humanities the Master programme Development Studies which caters students from more than 30 different countries.


Professor Johann Graf Lambsdorff
Chair of Economic Theory

The chair takes a behavioural and experimental approach to economic theory. Topics focus on ethics, corruption, macroeconomics and monetary economics. With classEx the chair provides a globally used service for running experiments in lectures and in the field. Latest research relates to the design of anti-corruption systems, an experiment on the European Monetary Union, tax evasion and experimental asset markets.


Professor Sebastian Krautheim
Chair of International Economics

The focus of our research is in the field of international trade, broadly interpreted as the “microeconomics of globalisation”. This includes determinants of international trade flows, the interaction of international trade and labor markets, international tax competition, determinants of foreign direct investment as well as the international organisation of production when firms can produce in different regulatory environments and face the risk of consumer boycotts in response to ‘unethical’ practices along their value chain.

Professor Jörg Peters
Chair of Development Economics

Prof. Peters has been appointed as an Honorary Professor at the School of Business, Economics and Information Systems of the University of Passau and is attached to the Chair of Development Economics. Prof. Peters is heading the research group “Climate Change in Developing Countries” at RWI – Leibniz Institute for Economic Research in Essen, Germany. This research group studies the effectiveness of environmental policies and infrastructure programs in the Global South. The ultimate aim is to identify interventions that simultaneously mitigate greenhouse gas emissions and increase the poor’s resilience against climate change. More specifically, current projects examine the markets for firewood saving cookstoves in Senegal and Rwanda as well as on-grid and off-grid electrification in Tanzania and Indonesia. Jörg has advised various international organizations such as the United Nations, World Bank, 3ie, FMO and GIZ.


Professor Marina Fiedler
Chair of Management, People and Information

The chair’s research interest centers on management, people and information issues. This year the team was particularly interested in pro-environmental behavior of employees and information systems; mindful management practices; Work 4.0, Enterprise Social Networks and digital transformation and organisational change.


Professor Carolin Häussler
Chair of Organisation, Technology Management and Entrepreneurship
International Center of Economics and Business Studies

The chair focuses in research and teaching on the intersection of Organisation, Technology Management and Entrepreneurship. This intersection challenges practitioners in their daily work and is a stimulating and fascinating field for researchers. Despite the dynamics and the presence of diverse approaches, it is possible to discern and trace patterns in the data. Our research objective is to help develop the field and improve our understanding of entrepreneurial individuals, organisations and institutional processes. In doing so, we co-operate closely with colleagues from German and international universities and research institutions (e.g. from universities such as the Georgia Institute of Technology or Seoul National University).

Interim Professor Rodrigo Isidor  
Chair of International Management

The chair’s research activities are based on the concept of evidence-based management and aim at enabling companies to make decisions based on the best scientific empirical evidence. The research mainly focuses on the intersection between internationalisation, human resource management and entrepreneurship. The scientific works have been published in leading international journals such as the Entrepreneurship Theory & Practice, International Business Review, International Review of Law and Industry, International Journal of Human Resource Management.


Professor Andreas König  
Chair of Technology, Innovation and Entrepreneurship

Members of the chair wrote and published several manuscripts, primarily in its key research areas: (1) organisational adaptation to discontinuous strategic and technological innovation – particularly in the context of digitalisation; (2) the impact of top executives’ characteristics on organisational outcomes; and (3) the use of strategic rhetoric and its influence on constituents’ perceptions of organisations. We presented our research at important conferences and we renewed partnerships with cutting-edge institutions such as PennState, Seoul National University, IMD Lausanne and the University of Georgia.


• Best Paper Award of the SIG Strategic Management of the European Academy of Management (EURAM), Best Paper Award of the Track Behavioral Strategy, forthcoming.

• Best Paper Award of the SIG Strategic Management of the European Academy of Management (EURAM), Best Paper Award of the Track Behavioral Strategy, and recognition for being one of three runners-up for the EURAM 2017 Best Paper Award for Incumbents’ Sensemaking and Responses to Institutional Challenges of the Sharing Economy.

Professor Jan Hendrik Schumann  
Chair of Marketing and Innovation

The chair started working on digitisation in the B2B context and focuses here on customer integration into the development of digital service innovations and on modularity. We also worked on issues of data sharing in B2B as well as in B2C contexts. Moreover, we did research on consumer stress in the co-production of financial services. We also contributed to work on bidding strategies in search engine marketing and on service pricing. In service pricing, we worked on menu-based pricing in B2C as well as in B2B contexts.


• Professor Schumann and Dr Eva Anderl received the Rigor and Relevance Award of the Swiss Academy of Marketing Science for their paper Mapping the customer journey: Lessons learned from graph-based online attribution modeling.

Professor Dirk Totzek  
Chair of Marketing and Services

The chair finished two research projects on marketing for Professional Services Firms. Being part of the new Center for Digital Business Transformation, the chair started new research projects addressing the development, selling and pricing of digitally-enabled solutions. The chair has broadened its activities to international marketing topics and is currently researching export pricing as well as consumer behavior in an international context. The chair presented its work at major international conferences such as the AMA Winter Educators’ Conference, QUIS and the Frontiers in Service Conference 2017.


• University of Tennessee Best Paper Award at the 2017 AMA Global Marketing SIG Conference, Havana, Cuba, for the paper Organizational Aspects of Export Pricing and their Influence on Export Performance.

• Totzek, D., Maar, D. (2016), Professionelle Dienstleistungen: Zentrale Charakteristika und Managementaufgaben, in: Corsten, H., Roth, S. (Eds.), Handbuch Dienstleistungsmanagement, München, 461-479. (in German)
Information Systems (WINF) area

Professor Jan Krämer
Chair of Internet and Telecommunications Business

In the past year, the chair has engaged in numerous research activities on the regulation of Internet markets and online platforms, and published a research article in the top ranked Information Systems journal. The chair organized the 28th European Conference of the International Telecommunications Society at the University of Passau. Professor Krämer is currently the guest editor of two special issues in the journals Electronic Markets and Telecommunications Policy, the co-speaker of the proposed Cluster of Excellence Cyber<e>-Spaces, and is involved in projects for the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy and the Center for Regulation in Europe, a Brussel’s based think tank.

- Organised the 28th European Conference of the International Telecommunications Society (ITS) at the University of Passau (www.its-europe.org/2017).
- Members of the chair participated and presented their research at several international conferences in St. Gallen (Switzerland), Crete (Greece), Maastricht (Netherlands) and Washington D.C. (USA).

Professor Franz Lehner
Chair of Information Systems with a focus on Information and IT Service Management
Dean of the School

Information Systems is seen as interdisciplinary research discipline supporting business, public administration but also non-profit organisations in their use of IT and Information Systems (IS). The chair’s research is application-oriented and mainly based on design science principles. Research activities are focused on knowledge management, IT- and IT-service management (including data management and cloud computing) and the development of mobile applications. Due to its international orientation the chair is in contact with leading IS departments in the US, India, Finland, Singapore, Hungary and other countries. A recent initiative led to the foundation of the International Association for Knowledge Management.


Professor Michael Scholz
Assistant Professor for Information Systems

Professor Scholz and his team investigate algorithms that can be used in e-commerce applications in order to support customers in their purchase decision processes and online retailers to optimize their purchasing strategies. In a joint project with Professor Oliver Hinz (University of Frankfurt), shopping 24 GmbH and into-e GmbH, Professor Scholz has developed and empirically tested a novel algorithm for automatically generating keywords for sponsored search advertising campaigns. This algorithm is currently in use at various online stores managed by the Otto Group. In 2017, Professor Scholz also worked as a guest professor at the University of Innsbruck.

- Winner of the Wissenschaftspreis 2017 in the category Cooperation Projects (together with Professor Oliver Hinz, shopping24 GmbH and into-e GmbH).

Professor Thomas Widjaja
Chair of Business Information Systems

The chair of Business Information Systems focusses on three intertwined research areas: A) IT Architecture Management, B) Data-based Business Models and Privacy, and C) Software Industry and Digital Services. In our research projects, we cooperate closely with colleagues from German and international universities (like the IESE Business School in Barcelona and the University of British Columbia in Vancouver).

- Guest Editor of HMD Praxis der Wirtschaftsinformatik: IT-Management und IT-Strategie, 54, Wiesbaden. (in German)
Professor Hans Ziegler
Chair of Production, Operations and Logistics Management

The main research areas of the chair have been the development and analysis of heuristic algorithms for solving scheduling problems, for inventory management in supply chains, for the tool switching problem and for the hazardous materials transportation problem. The chair was deepening his long-standing research partnership with the Department of Management Studies of the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Madras, Chennai, India.


Quantitative Methods area

Professor Harry Haupt
Chair of Statistics
Vice President of the University

The chair’s current research focuses on flexible semi- and nonparametric regression methods. Our work encompasses the whole range of theoretical and applied research in this field: (i) Mathematical theory using approximation methods to analyse the asymptotic properties of statistical functionals, (ii) computational statistics developing algorithms and simulations to implement such functionals and study their small sample properties, and (iii) data analysis using the insights and tools from theory and computation to draw useful inferences from real world applications.

- Chairmen of the committee Statistical Theory and Methodology of the German Statistical Association (DStatG), Associate Editor ASA – Advances in Statistical Analysis, Springer, and Vice President for Research and the Advancement of Early Career Researchers.

Senior Lecturers

Dr Hans Achatz, Information Systems

The main focus of the Information Systems Teaching Unit is on delivering lectures in the bachelor’s programmes B.Sc. Information Systems and B.Sc. Business Administration and Economics. The Teaching Unit also gives lectures in the master’s programmes M.Sc. Information Systems and M.Sc. Business Administration. Programme advice is dispensed to bachelor’s and master’s students in the field of Information Systems.

- Bachelor’s and master’s theses are supervised in co-operation with industrial partners.
- German OR Society General Meeting, Berlin, 1 September 2017.

Dr Oliver Farhauer, Economics

- Research interests: Regional and Urban Economics; Labour Economics.

Gerhard Hopf, Didactics of Business and Economics

We are engaged in teacher training in the subject Business and Economics for three different types of secondary schools, whereby three different qualifications can be received: the First State Examination in Bavaria, the Bachelor of Education and the Master of Education. Teacher training students are given the necessary didactic competences to support others in their learning processes in business, economics and law as well as in vocational orientation. Elements of lifelong learning and their cognitive, meta-cognitive and social issues are also contained.

Professor Gertrud Moosmüller, Statistics
Women’s Representative of the University

- Bachelor’s and master’s theses are supervised in co-operation with industrial partners.
- German OR Society General Meeting, Berlin, 1 September 2017.
Postdoctoral Researchers

Dr Axel Buchner

Dr Nora Fteimi
- Research interests: (big) data analytics and knowledge management as main research interest particularly with a focus on subtopics dealing with text mining and text analytics as well as with privacy-related issues in this context.

Dr Marcus Giamattei
- Research interests: Experimental and Behavioural Economics as main research interest with a focus on Experimental Macroeconomics and Experimental Ethics and Corruption. In the growing field of Experimental Macro, he focuses on bounded rationality and limited reasoning as an important driver of macro economic behaviour. Development of the classEx software, a tool for interactive classroom experiments with mobile devices.
- Research project Terrorism, Radicalization and Government Policy in MENA funded by the French National Research Agency (in cooperation with Aix-Marseille School of Economics, University of Göttingen, Oxford University and University of Cairo).
- Contributions at the UNU-WIDER Symposium on Public Economics for Development in Mozambique and at the SIOE Congress at Columbia University, USA.

Dr Marina Dodlova
- Research interests: political economy of social policy and redistribution, joint dynamics of social policy and political violence, public economics, development and institutions.
- Research project Terrorism, Radicalization and Government Policy in MENA funded by the French National Research Agency (in cooperation with Aix-Marseille School of Economics, University of Göttingen, Oxford University and University of Cairo).
- Contributions at the UNU-WIDER Symposium on Public Economics for Development in Mozambique and at the SIOE Congress at Columbia University, USA.

Dr Lorenz Graf-Vlachy
- Dr. Graf-Vlachy focuses his research on behavioral aspects of leadership and strategy. He is interested, for example, in the antecedents and consequences of top executives’ cognitive and emotional processes and personality structures. Further, he studies how individuals behave in digital contexts.
- Schöller Fellowship of the Dr. Theo and Friedl Schöller Research Center for Business and Society.
- Visiting Associate Research Scholar at Columbia Business School.
Dr. Alexander Keller

- Research interests: Technological and business-related aspects of cloud computing, information privacy concerns of cloud service users, blockchain adoption in organizational contexts and data analytics.
- Responsible for SAP University Alliance (SAP-related courses and TERP10 certification).
- Visiting research fellow at IIT Madras Department of Management Studies.

Dr. Asankha Pallegedara

- Dr. Asankha Pallegedara is an Alexander-von-Humboldt fellow at the Chair of Development Economics. His research interests are: Development economics with a focus on problems related to education, health, industry and food.

Dr Harald Kin tederer


Dr Davide Sala

- Current research projects: Trading Firms and Expertise - workforce diversity and acquisition of market expertise.

Dr Elisabeth F. Müller

- Research interests: governance, networks and business models of small and medium-sized enterprises and family firms.
- Teaching Excellence Award 2016, awarded by the University of Passau.

Dr Joachim Schnurbus

- Research interests: estimation and forecasting for (nonlinear) time series and panel data models, cross-section dependence in panel data models, semi- and nonparametric estimation methods, simulation-based statistical methods, statistical programming in R.
Dr Manuel Schubert

- Lives and works in the Middle East.
- Research interests: Behavioural, Experimental and Conflict Economics, Economics of Terrorism.
- Work in progress: Assessing the drivers of radicalization, effective mechanisms of burden sharing.
- Schubert, M., Ullrich, A. (2016), Vertrauen in der wirtschaftswissenschaftlichen Forschung, DIVSI Diskussionsbeitrag 08. (in German)

Dr Daniel Schnurr

- The research group was established as one of seven junior research groups in Bavaria funded by the Center Digitisation.Bavaria. The five-year research project Data Neutrality & Open Access: Coherent Economic Policies for the Digital Economy was selected among 82 submissions by a scientific committee of internationally distinguished experts. In April 2017, the group started its research activity on how to design rules and institutions that govern the access to (personal) data in data-driven platform markets.
- Conference presentations of research papers at, among others, EARIE 2016 in Lisbon, Portugal; TPRC 2016 in Arlington, USA; ITS 2017 in Passau, Germany; CRESSE 2017 in Heraklion, Greece; EARIE 2017 in Maastricht, Netherlands.

Dr Katharina Werner

- Research interests: Behavioral and Experimental Economics with a focus on Lab-in-the-field Experiments, Behavioral aspects of Conflict Resolution, Group Identities; Anti-corruption and Experimental Ethics.
- Fritz Thyssen Stiftung grant for project Behavioral Economic Approaches to Peacebuilding and Conflict Prevention in Indonesia (of 21,500 €).
- Helmut Schmalen dissertation award.

90 doctoral students are currently enrolled at our faculty. During the academic year 2016-17, 21 theses were successfully completed.

The School of Business, Economics and Information Systems offers a structured doctoral programme. Complementary events include brown-bag seminars, colloquia for doctoral candidates and seminars on research methods.

We encourage our doctoral students to submit their research to German and international conferences and attend these if accepted. We also encourage our early career researchers to publish their academic output in world-class journals with a suitable peer-review process.

Major Doctoral Thesis Awards

**Helmut Schmalen Thesis Award 2017**

- Dr Marcel Allscher (Supervisor Prof. Marina Fiedler) Essays on Individual Characteristics and Leadership in Strategic Management

- Dr Matthias Bauer (Supervisor Prof. Hans Ziegler) Containertrikoteneinsatzplanung in Seehafencontainerterminals - Entwurf und experimentelle Analyse von Lösungsverträgen für das Container Sequencing Problem

- Dr Stefanie Baller (Supervisor Prof. Oliver Entrop) Three Essays on Individual Investors’ and Issuers’ Behavior in the Market for Speculative Exchange Traded Retail Products

- Dr Angela Fehn (Supervisor Prof. Andreas König) The Power of Words: How Does Organizational Leader Communication Influence Stakeholders? Exchange Traded Retail Products

**Kulturpreis Bayern**

- Dr Angela Fehn (Supervisor Prof. Andreas König) The Power of Words: How Does Organizational Leader Communication Influence Stakeholders? Exchange Traded Retail Products

**Swiss Derivative Award & Thesis Award of Sparkasse Passau**

- Dr Stefanie Baller (Supervisor Prof. Oliver Entrop) Three Essays on Individual Investors’ and Issuers’ Behavior in the Market for Speculative Exchange Traded Retail Products
Research Institutes

CenTouris, the Centre for Market-oriented Research in Tourism

CenTouris is a research institute for tourism-related research projects. It supports companies and public-sector entities operating in the tourism sector in the development and evaluation of tourism-focused strategy concepts and marketing initiatives. One example of a long-standing successful partnership with Bavarian regions and companies is Tourismusbarometer Bayern (the Bavarian Tourism Barometer).

Centre for Market Research

The Centre for Market Research carries out contract market research for private and public-sector partners. It is involved in large-scale research projects of the University of Passau, such as the BeEmobil and PREMIUM projects. Equipped with its own staff of interviewers and using statistical methods, the institute carries out comprehensive market research projects. Moreover, the institute offers tailored consulting services.

PAULA Experimental Laboratory

The PAULA Experimental Laboratory is used by researchers of the School of Business, Economics and Information Systems to examine individuals' economic decision-making. The laboratory provides both the technology and a large number of test persons. Students and members of the public are encouraged to participate in PAULA surveys.

Institute of Private Financial Planning (ifp)

The Institute of Private Financial Planning is a centre of excellence for financial planning and consultancy for private households. Its research output is concerned with developing business processes and instruments to improve financial planning and financial advice for clients. Moreover, ifp is concerned with needs-based financial advice for private households.

International Research Network

International Centre for Economics and Business Studies (ICEBS)

The International Centre for Economics and Business Studies provides targeted support for internationalising the research output of the School of Business, Economics and Information Systems. ICEBS helps international visiting scholars with their research projects and teaching assignments while at the University of Passau. ICEBS has three key aims: promote collaboration with internationally renowned academics from abroad, facilitate world-class research projects and boost the potential of early career researchers by exposing them to new concepts and research methods.

Visiting Researchers in 2016-17

11/2016  Dr Nivethitha Santhanam, IIT Madras, India
12/2016  Professor Chandrasekharan Rajendran, IIT Madras, India
12/2016  Professor Vijayalakshmi Venkataraman, IIT Madras, India
12/2016  Professor Regina V. Frey, University of Nebraska, Lincoln
03/2017  Professor Stefan Seidel, University of Liechtenstein
04/2017  Professor Lata Dyaram, IIT Madras, India
05/2017  Dr Giampaolo Viglia, University of Portsmouth, GB
05/2017  Professor Jennifer Osbon, University of Georgia, Athens, USA
06/2017  Professor Jan Recker, PhD, Queensland University of Technology, Australia
06/2017  Professor Christophe Muller, Aix-Marseille School of Economics, Université d’Aix-Marseille, France
06/2017  Professor Victor Gilsing, University of Antwerp, Belgium
06/2017  Professor Saji K. Mathew, PhD, IIT Madras, India
06/2017  Professor Alexander Bleier, Boston College, Carroll School of Business, Newton, USA
06/2017  Professor L. S. Ganesh, IIT Madras, India
International Research Network

Visiting Researchers in 2016-17

06/2017  Tiziano Bellini, PhD, Università degli Studi di Parma, Italy
06/2017  Dr Eric Rougier, University of Bordeaux, Le Groupe de Recherche en Economie Théorique et Appliquée UMR-CNRS, France
06/2017  Professor Carsten Bergenholtz, Aarhus University, Denmark
07/2017  Professor Marianne Simonsen and Professor Lars Skipper, Aarhus University, Denmark
07/2017  Professor Gerry McNamara, Michigan State University, USA
07/2017  Professor P.M. Shahabudeen, Anna University, Chennai, India
07/2017  Dr Tim Koehler, Senior Lecturer, University of Melbourne, Australia
07/2017  Professor Ingo Vogelsang, Boston University, Department of Economics, Boston, USA
09/2017  Professor Marie Thursby and Professor Jerry Thursby, Georgia Tech NBER, Atlanta, USA
09/2017  Professor Jeffrey Reuer, University of Colorado, Boulder, USA

Publications

Journal Articles

Forthcoming


Edited Volumes and Books


Book Chapters, Conference Proceedings and Other Publications


